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Presentation Notes
This presentation made the afternoon of Dec 9, 2008 at Stanford University at a public event celebrating the 40th Anniversary of Dad’s 1968 demo, hosted by SRI International with Logitech as the primary sponsorFor details about the event and to watch the presentations delivered at the event please visit: http://www.sri.com/engelbart-event.html



Introduction

1. How is it that all that innovation came about?
2. In the inner workings of his lab he embedded

• his vision
• his strategic accelerators

3. That vision and radical approach are
his greatest breakthrough innovation of all

4. I’m here to tell you a story about that vision

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’m really thrilled to be here with all of you today celebrating the 40th anniversary of dad’s 1968 demo, and all that it inspiredWe’ve been hearing so many wonderful stories about all the amazing breakthrough innovations that came pouring out of his lab in the 1960s and ‘70sNow I’m going to turn the tables and ask�   how is it that all that innovation came about?Achievements of that magnitude don’t just happenMore than a brilliant team and brilliant funding agent, It takes powerful vision and a radically innovative approach�   to how a team can work together in a way that fosters and unleashes such incredible levels of innovation If you were to look back into the inner workings of dad’s lab at the time, �   you would find that vision �   - Dad’s vision of finding dramatically more powerful ways �      people can work together �      to solve important problems�      in order to make the world a better place And you would also find his radical new approach, his secret ingredient which was simply�   a set of strategic organizing principles that he embedded in the lab culture �   that he specifically designed to accelerate the innovation process, in order to�   speed up progress toward that visionAnd it was that vision with those organizing principles �  that are to date his greatest breakthrough innovation of all



I saw the 1968 demo

Seated forward right with mom and sisters

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I will start my story with how I was personally impacted by the 1968 demo.I was thereI was 13 at the timeMom took my sisters and me our brother was only 5 so he was homeMy biggest standout memory was someone running up to me aftward and saying “Wow, now your dad’s famous!”And I remember thinking “Whoah, what do they know?”



Why was I not impressed?

I thought of him as … just plain dad!
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Presentation Notes
This was my dad we were talking about. He was the guy who took us camping, canoeing, backpackingAnd told us fantastic science fiction stories that he made upFolk dancing big family thingHe taught us trick bike ridingAnd played games with us and the neighbor who kids adored himAnd as my sister says, “Oh, dad? He’s the guy who took out the garbage”



I grew up around the stuff

Visiting dad’s lab…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We grew up visiting his lab, and witnessed the evolution of the technology



I grew up around the stuff

and used us as guinea pigs…
He brought it home…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I grew up with it at home; dad’s was one of the very first telecommuters accessing NLS from home with a teletype4th grade field trip – 1964 I went on a field trip with my 4th grade class to the local newspaper and half way through the tour our guide proudly pointed to a machine and said “Can anyone tell us what this is?” and my had shot up because I knew the answer, and I looked around and no one else had their hand up, they guy called on me and I said “It’s a teletype”. Later our guide took me aside and said “Listen, I’ve give this tour to hundreds of school kids and no one has ever answered that question, how is it that you know?” and I said “Because we have one at home.” And the look he gave me told me I came from a weird family.  dad also used us as guinea pigs – when they were getting the early display technology working in the lab, and experimenting with pointing devvices for the right hand, dad was thinking about what the left hand could do. With 5 fingers he realized if you counted in binary you could count up to 31, and that would be enough for all the letters of the alphabet and then some, so he came home and asked us if we wanted to learn a secret code with our frieendss and he taught us how to count to 31 with our fingers, and then substitute letters for the numbers, and pretty soon we could spell our names and practiced until we could spell anything. So I learned how to use the five finger keyset before I think there even was a keyset in operation.



I grew up around 
leading edge thinkers

Mom and dad had many friends from all walks of 
life, many on the forefront of their field

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We grew up around leading edge thinkers.Mom was in the arts, involved in the community, and between her and dad they had lots of friends from all walks of lifeInteresting, adventurous, experimental, ahead of their time, many on the leading edge of their fields and pursuitsMom loved to entertain  -- family gatherings, dinner parties, party parties, dad would bring home visitors from the office for dinner



Why was I not impressed?

I wasn’t interested in technology!
I was 13 years old – give me a break!
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Presentation Notes
Probably the main reasson I wasn’t impressed with the 1968 demo was I really didn’t care about technology at all, and besides, I was only 13, so what did I care?I was interested in people and I went on to study cultural anthropology and became particularly interested in applying to the study the anthropology of organizations, and initially looking at the culture within organizations that were making improvements in 3rd world countries – sometimes they were effective and really had a positive impact, sometiomes they didn’t really do much, and sometimes they were actually causing more harm than good. What was it about the target culture, and what was it about the patron organizations and their customs and paradigms that could make or break a project.



Now I get it!

With a degree in cultural anthro I finally see:
Dad’s about way more than technology!

He’s about solving important human problems!
I join his team…
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It wasn’t until I graduated from college with a degree in Cultural Anthropology…I came home one weekend and was talking to dad, and hee started talking about dad, and at some point in there I realizedWow – he’s not about technologyHe’s about people, improving the human condition, boosting human potentialSo I started volunteeering in his lab, and got hired in as a Customer Support rep for early NLS customer users



It all started when

Dad got engaged to mom …
And wondered about career goals and crusades

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For Dad it all started when he proposed to mom, feeling so elatedHe realized he’d achieved all his life goals – graduated from college, got a decent steady job, was now starting a family -- maybe I should have more goals for myself...He sat down and calculated how many minutes he’d have ahead of him in his career – I think it was about 5 million plus or minus – wow that’s a big time investment, he’d like to make that really count, do something meaningful, make a difference in the world, maybe join a crusadeWhat crusade would I join? What skills would I need?  How do crusades work?He realized two essential things about how crusades – or any effort to solve important problems – work, whether it be solving world hunger, finding cures to infectious disease, making new discoveries in science and technology, coming out with better products or results faster, or negotiating peace: (1) generally it is not a one man show, it takes people working together, and that implies some kind of organization, and (2) the success of the mission depends on harnessing the collective intellect of all the people involved in solving the problemsHe realized this was true for all important problems and challenges, in other words this is a cross-cutting, core capability



Epiphany #1

The most important crusade:
to Augment Human Intellect

(like isolating a gene in the DNA)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So this was his first epiphany, and I think of it as like he was isolating a gene in the DNA of organizations – the realization that all crusades and important problem-solving depend on the same core capability:How effectively people organized around an important problem or challenge can harness the collective intellect of  all the people contributing to the solutionThus he reasoned the most important thing he could think of to work on would be to find powerful new ways to augment the human intellect of organizations working on complex, urgent problems. Because if you can solve that problem, our collective ability to solve or even prevent all the other important problems would be dramatically improved.In other words, augmenting the human intellect is a core, cross-cutting capability that offers tremendous leverage, an investment with compounding results, and that in itself is an important problem to solve, and he decided to dedicate his life to it.



Epiphany #2

1. The sooner we do it the better!

2. The world is changing faster, important 
problems are increasingly complex, urgent!

3. That means Augmenting Human Intellect is 
increasingly urgent problem to solve!

4. We need a strategy to accelerate progress!

vs.
collective ability to solve

important problems

Magnitude

Presenter
Presentation Notes
He realized that this cross-cutting capability was not just important, it was absolutely crucial, and extremely urgent. If you consider that we as a people are currently not effective enough at solving or preventing many of the important problems we’ve been facing, and consider the rate and scale of change in the world and how the important problems and challenges we face are commensurately, increasingly, exponentially more complex and urgent, while our collective ability to solve them is not keeping pace*:The present trajectory of the sheer magnitude of important problems vs. our collective ability to solve them, is a race with far-reaching consequencesThe sooner we find dramatically improved ways to augment our collective human intellect, and learn to effectively assimilate those improvements wherever our collective IQ matters, the sooner we will see far-reaching results across the board on a global scale.He realized that we can’t just go about this grand challenge in a business-as-usual fashion – as previously stated, achievements of this magnitude don’t just happen, it takes powerful vision and a radical new approach. He realized he would need to invent a strategy for speeding up progress toward this goal. 



Epiphany #3

Leap of faith from Vannevar Bush and radar, to envision 
flying through information space on computer displays
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Presentation Notes
He was also wondering what exactly would most dramatically augment our collective intellect, what exactly would his new crusade be working on.Atlantic Monthly: Dad remembered reading a particularly inspiring article by Vannevar Bush in the Atlantic Monthly at the end of WWII titled As We May Think, which was a call to action in transitioning from wartime to lasting peace to make all previously collected human knowledge broadly accessible. He suggested some methodologies as well as mechanical technologies that might assist in storing and retrieving information. He had read this article about 5 years earlier while serving in the Navy as a radar technician in the Philippines on a little island, he stumbled onto a tiny library housed in a native hut built up on stilts to keep dry. He realized sharing knowledge would be key to augmenting collective intellect.Computers: He had lately been reading about this new thing called computers, and realized computers should be able to support large-scale knowledge development and sharing.Displayed Information:  And from his experience as a radar technician he knew that information could be collated in different ways and displayed on screensHe suddenly got this image of intellectual workers sitting at display working stations flying around through a vast information space, interacting very flexibly with the information and with each other (and of course, with the computer).



Doug’s Seminal 1962 Report

Outlining his entire vision and 
accelerative approach
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Presentation Notes
Anxious to get started, he realized he’d need a PhD to make significant progress, so he applied to UC Berkeley in Electrical Engineering, got his PhD with a half dozen patents to his name, and ended up at Stanford Research Institute (SRI) which he thought would be a suitable venue (the story of why he didn’t stay at Berkeley, why he declined an offer by David Packard to settle at his newly formed HP, and other intermediate steps is told elsewhere, as well as his stint at SRI in Hew Crane’s research lab).Within a few years at SRI working on basic research in other labs, he had enough standing to get a little funding to devote his time on the one-man project of developing his vision and strategic approach in detail. In 1962 he published his manifesto in a seminal report titled “Augmenting Human Intellect: A Conceptual Framework”



Whirlwind tour of the vision

A 90 minute presentation (many slides)
in 10 minutes (one slide)

Don’t worry if it flies by too fast!

Just a taste to appreciate the scope and richness of 
the paradigm, the vision and strategic approach



Doug’s Vision

TREAsuRE MAP



#1 Focus:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Eye on the prizeWe’re innovating the way we work together, harness our collective intellect�Collective IQ = measure of overall effectivenessLighthouse represents our current Collective IQ -- how well we collectively see through the fog, beyond the horizon, how well our collective right hand sees what the left hand is doing so we can speed up how we solve important problems togetherAs we raise the Collective IQ, the light gets brighter and brighter
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The way we work collectively to solve important problems is a capability that has evolved over centuries – culture, language, customs, procedures, methods, and new tools like stone tablets, paper, pens, typewritersThe human side of the equation co-evolved with the tools over centuries, each affecting and adapting to the otherTo dramatically boost how we work collectively, we need to speed up this process, accelerate the co-evolution processWe don’t want to just build tools to today’s practicesMoving our way of working into this amazing medium known as computers opens up whole new possibilities, not going to just transfer our paper-based documents in the computer, we can have a whole new definition of what a document is and how you create it, the computer can give you any kind of view you want of the information, you could jump around from point A to point B





From paper on the walls to elegant 
shared environment online

Case Examples



From paper on the walls to elegant 
shared environment online

Organizational Design Consultants

PODAC – Personal & Organizational 
Development Activity

Case Examples

Office design experts

Experimenting with workspaces

Psychologists



Used ARPANet to 
scale up and out 

vertically and horizontally



Rationale

Mtg
Records

Reports

Email

Proposals
Plans

Intell

Lessons
Learned Commentary

Contracts

Source
Code

A dynamic knowledge 
environment emerged
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How to capture the swirl, 
manage, it and use it effectively









Tool requirement:
Facilitate  this whole process
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Recap

1. We already over-taxed by today’s challenges

2. We must quantum-leap ahead of the curve
3. Isolating a gene in the DNA of organizations

To innovate how we work collectively to solve important problems, 
and harness that to do it increasingly better, faster

4. His strategic vision with innovation accelerators
are his greatest breakthrough innovation of all

5. Embed that into today’s teams and organizations
imagine the incredible innovation unleashed

6. That is the grander revolution he envisioned



Conclusions
1. What are the benefits of forging into this frontier 

for organizations in the public and private sector, 
initiatives, localities, whole nations?

2. What is the cost of not doing it?

3. Research teams, vendors, consultants, 
professional societies who pave the way 
would get added bootstrapping leverage

4. “Bootstrapping Blackbelts” would be valuable 
assets to organizations wanting to forge ahead

5. Which nations will back an“Innovation Highway”? 



So where do we go from here?

1. Take the vision and approach to whole new level
• “While Deming provided the improvement approach for

the industrial age, Doug provided the innovation approach for 
the knowledge age.” – Curt Carlson, President SRI International

2. Requires broad-based collective effort
• Deep pilot experiments to push frontier and pave the way

3. Doug Engelbart Institute will be there!

4. Visit us on our new website to get acquainted
dougengelbart.org



Appreciation

Show your appreciation for all Doug Engelbart
has given by giving generously to the

Doug Engelbart Institute
dougengelbart.org

“Behind every successful man is an 
amazing woman” … Thanks mom!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Appreciation to SRI, to premier sponsor Logitech for their support all these years, to Mom for being the incredible woman behind this amazing man, and for Dad for all that he’s inspired in me, in all of you, and in generations to come.
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